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Foreword
Memorial issue for Carl Smith
Carl Smith passed away on July 21, 2005, after a year and a half battle with brain cancer. For more information on
him, please see the obituary in this issue.
He was one of the associate editors of Journal of Computing and Systems Sciences. Managing Editor Ed Blum has
said, “Carl was a long-time valuable member of the JCSS Editorial Board and helped put our mathematical content
on a solid basis. We shall miss him. We extend our sympathies to his family.” This issue of JCSS is a tribute to him.
His primary area of interest was inductive inference, a branch of learning theory. Hence many of the papers included
in this issue are on learning theory. The rest include one paper he was working on before he died and some from
colleagues on topics that he had an interest in, though never worked in.
The authors were invited to submit papers; however, all of the papers went through a rigorous refereeing process. In
fact, some of the invited papers were rejected. There was one major difference from the usual refereeing: we allowed
some papers that, while good work, are on the border of computer science and mathematics. This is in itself a tribute
to Carl, as many of his papers fit this description.
Two of the papers in this issue have me as a co-author. These were submitted to Journal of Computing and Systems
Sciences before the idea of having a memorial issue was conceived, and they were handled by a different editor.
The following papers appear in this issue:
(1) “Non-U-shaped vacillatory and team learning,” by Carlucci, Case, Jain, and Stephan.
(2) “Learning Languages from Positive Data and Negative Counterexamples,” by Jain and Kinber.
(3) “Probabilistic and Team PFIN-Type Learning: General Properties,” by Ambainis.
(4) “Inferring Answers to Queries,” by Gasarch and Lee.
(5) “Taming Teams with Mind Changes,” by Kalyanasundaram and Velauthapillai.
(6) “Learning with Belief Levels,” by Ba¯rzdin¸š, Freivalds, and Smith.
(7) “Learning a Hidden Graph Using O(logn) Queries per Edge,” by Angluin and Chen.
(8) “The Value of Agreement: A New Boosting Algorithm,” by Leskes and Torenvliet.
(9) “The Orchard Visibility Problem,” by Kruskal.
(10) “The Chromatic Number of the Plane: The Bounded Case,” by Kruskal.
(11) “Finding Large 3-Free Sets I: The Small n Case,” by Gasarch, Glenn, and Kruskal.
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